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In Search of Life: 

Sri Sri Thakur Shows Light 

 

Humanity is passing through a critical time. It is facing challenges and possibilities as never before. Human 

civilization and culture is transiting very fast. Lifestyle is changing and choices are exploding. Nature has 

been assaulted to a degree where extreme weather conditions and natural calamities are posing grave 

threats to the living conditions. Political establishments in major countries are aggressively demolishing 

the established order. Move towards globalization is being threatened by national interests. Each country 

is struggling with economic measures to improve the happiness index of its people. The wide disparity 

with regard to critical existential parameters like income, access to provisions of health and education 

amongst countries and within country is posing serious handicaps to public policies. World is increasingly 

struggling to make living peaceful and strife free.  

At personal level, people are beset with uncertainties, ennui, and stressful living condition and are working 

hard to reach higher satisfaction level. There is intense struggle for prosperity and happiness. Digital 

technology has made life very fast and hyper active, to an extent that people are exhibiting symptoms of 

imbalanced personality. People in developing countries are suffering from dilemmatic syndrome; whether 

to catch up with the development (of west) or to look back to conventional wisdom (of East).  

The broad issues affecting life are existential, cultural and civilizational. There is also a question as to how 

each person is leading focused and progressive life, being responsible for others. There is search for a 

framework that can provide a sound footing for progressive and strife free pursuit at individual level. The 

same framework also has to provide space for macro level building blocks for happiness and prosperity.  

This article provides a brief on a framework that has the capability to provide solution at both individual 

and collective level. The article is an attempt to address the issues of life in the contemporary context. 

Structured in two parts, the first part deals with macro framework, having relevance to human being, 

dealing with life and some related aspects of life. The second part focuses on personal life issues that 

attempts to answer question as to how life can be glorified by personal conducts and what Sri Sri Thakur 

Anukul Chandra expects from us.  

The process of life and living in society has lot of imponderables. It is not always possible for anyone to 

know everything right. Sri Sri Thakur Anukul Chandra has brought out the scientific principle, psychological 

process and social dynamics of the entire process that a typical person goes through in life. Thus, Sri Sri 

Thakur’s ideology is said to be a man making process and interestingly his ashram at Himaitpur was known 

as man making factory.   

Before we get to know Sri Sri Thakur’s expose on life, we would like to affirm our belief that Sri Sri Thakur 

Anukul Chandra knows what happens in the background of all these so called inscrutable affairs in life. 

Second, what Sri Sri Thakur says is science. He speaks on fundamental and existential issues. He also 

speaks of situational issues including those related to crisis. Third, Sri Sri Thakur has derived behavioral 

principles from the scientific base so that human beings can follow the principles and get the benefit of 
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desired outcome. At this stage, readers may take these few points as assumptions, subject to confirmation 

later, depending upon further study and experience.  

It must be acknowledged at the outset that this article only provides a glimpse of the totality that can be 

said under the subject. The subject, which is search for life under the searchlight of Sri Sri Thakur, is very 

wide and deep. What is presented here can only be said to be a tip of the iceberg.     

 

Part I: Macro Framework (Human Issues) 

 

Birth and Heredity  

Basic symptoms of life is to exist and grow. Every person has inherent desire to survive, grow and excel. 

Everyone is endowed with specific biological assets which determine his or her instincts and inclinations. 

These inborn qualities manifest in the form of attributes, attitudes and aptitudes. Culture and 

surroundings feed the internal qualities and shape up these qualities and thus a person is found living and 

behaving in social settings.  

A person is first born, then brought up and then educated. Every human being before birth was a soul, 

invisible, having existence in different dimension. At the time of conception, the soul takes the elementary 

form of human life. At the time of birth, the soul is born as a child on the earth. Since the time of birth till 

the last breath, body provides shelter to the soul. During this period from birth to death, it lives life of a 

human being, a combination of body, mind and soul.  

A soul is conceived at a parentage that provides a compatible landing condition for the soul. The type and 

wish of the soul get uniquely matched with the type and wishes of the prospective parents. This matching 

and compatibility is a complex process, hard to decipher. The mental, spiritual and inner hankering (wish) 

of the parents invite the specific soul. The matching mechanism is such fine, subtle and ethereal that it is 

hardly possible to predetermine the outcome of the matching process. It is almost impossible for human 

being to control and manipulate that process.  

Sri Sri Thakur says that to bear a good (desired) child actually means inviting a good (desired) soul to the 

conception. The parents get the soul in the form of the child what they pray for and what they deserve. 

The preconditions that govern the soul to descend and get transformed into a child have been laid down 

by Sri Sri Thakur elaborately.  In scientific terms, it is called the principles of eugenics. Detailed reflection 

on the subject is kept outside the scope of this article.   

As per Sri Sri Thakur, action lies at two levels. First level is compatibility of groom and bride at the time of 

matching for marriage. Compatibility matching has got some underlying logic, on the basis of which 

society has evolved a system of classification and cultivation. That process, in sociological terms, is called 

varnashram based marriage.  

Marriage is the mechanism for selection of partners for superior breeding, whose outcome is to get better 

progeny. Selection of partners is done from such groups (varna) in the society that the eugenics principles 
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are maintained. Varnashram as social classification and marriage as social institution ensure that partners 

for marriage are selected that maintains the compatibility of the parameters (between the bride and 

groom) which govern superior breeding.  

The second cause for dawn of higher and desired soul is the love and affection between husband and wife 

and devotion of both to a superior ideal (guru, ista), which provides pull for sublimated thought. This is 

primarily an affair of love and devotion, which operates at subaltern level of psychology.  

There are further guidelines to maintain the level of thought and action which keep a couple at superior, 

elevated and pure state. There are sacraments (milestone rites) to maintain the state of purity and 

progressiveness at biological, psychological and spiritual level.  

Sri Sri Thakur says, “Be ye ordained by norm and nature in your eugenic life and have better children; do 

make them blessed by educating and bringing them up thoroughly with proper adjustment of behavior 

and intelligence”.  

Most significant amongst the institutions is the one that connects a person with the Guru, Ideal, the living 

embodiment of bliss, Sri Sri Thakur Anukul Chandra, as we know. The process is called diksha (initiation), 

which, in essence, is assured acceptance of Sri Sri Thakur as Guru and pledge to follow his ideological 

principles. One is required to follow the core principles as codified by Sri Sri Thakur. These principles are 

demonstrated by way of pledge at the time of diksha. Observance of the principles of diksha leads one on 

the path of Sri Sri Thakur and keeps one connected with Sri Sri Thakur on real time basis. Following the 

principles of diksha is a sure way of cultivating the progressiveness of life as per the latent instincts of the 

person. Sri Sri Thakur says, ‘Diksha makes one capable, soaks the heart with Love. Intense and skillful 

practice of diksha takes one through the holy dip in the pilgrimage of capability’.                                

Life as a Journey    

Life for everyone is precious. Life provides passage for the soul’s journey. Thus life provides scope for 

upgrading status of the soul. The duration of life is a continuity from the previous journey of the soul and 

provides bridge to the next life of the soul. Life is a passage which provides opportunity for the refinement 

of the soul’s baggage.  

Life’s progress has many dimensions, including social and financial.  At times, we get confused as to what 

aspect of life is to be given more importance so that life becomes successful. Sometimes, worldly progress 

in life gets precedence over spiritual progress. For some people, the vice versa also happens. As we live in 

family and society, we at times get burdened with concerns for family and get caught with social dynamics. 

In Sri Sri Thakur’s scheme of things all these conundrums get cleared at personal level and the attention 

turns focused and balanced.     

Life aims at achieving that state of perfection where it comes to possess everything akin to Godhood, 

particularly in terms of capacity to hold, nurture, together with high degree of alertness and 

responsiveness. The existence needs to be protected from all threats of extinction. At the same time, 

existence has to blossom to the extreme point of bliss and beatitude. Sri Sri Thakur observes, ‘You are 

travelling on the path of infinity. Your spirit is limitless. Let your soul arise and heart be filled with 

unbounded flourish’.  
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Life is to be enjoyed together with Lord and surroundings. Therefore, life cannot be an island of selfishness 

and isolation. “Where selfishness craves, ability declines”, says Sri Sri Thakur. Everyone has got obligation 

and commitment towards Lord and towards social and environmental surrounding. Everything has to be 

served as extension of the Lord. Lord is the pivot around which existence rolls on. Life gets illumined with 

glory to the Lord and to the parents. Sri Sri Thakur says, “Uni-central attachment, intensity and continuity; 

- these in One – lead the life towards beauty, success and prosperity”. Devotion, allegiance to Lord and 

urge for action make life complete.   

Life has place for everything that is real and related to growth. A blissful life cannot be devoid of material 

and social components. Life is beautiful, if it has everything in balance, particularly social relationships. In 

Sri Sri Thakur’s scheme of things, life is an orchestration of symphony of love, devotion and action, 

together fulfilling the Lord, self, family and environment.     

A progressive life is an active life. It is a life of acquisitions in terms of material, reputational and spiritual 

wealth, dedicated for the Lord and in the service of the surroundings. In the following para, Sri Sri Thakur 

has given a meaning to progressiveness, linking it to the Lord.  

“Do love thy Love; be active in every love-service with cautious responsive go that makes Him exalted; do 

everything that occurs in thy way, consider how far it will be progressive, productive and profitable to thy 

Love, and be frugal at every step in thy action and expense with every cordial move, meditate duly, - thus 

make thyself progressive and profitable.”  

Life is lived in society, together with family and friends. The social relationships help and reinforce 

existential process, admiration and adjustment. Family and society, despite their tendrils of 

entanglements and bondage, have value in terms of providing love, support and balancing force. Every 

person in family and society is a representative manifestation of Sri Sri Thakur. All members are dedicated 

to the image and interests of Sri Sri Thakur. With Sri Sri Thakur at the center, the family and society remain 

united, having common interest of fulfilling Sri Sri Thakur. Sri Sri Thakur says, ‘conglomerate thy family’. 

He says, ‘Constitute thy kith and kin in the way by which everyone grows as big-hearted person, resisting 

evil and making the life elongated and steady with effulging bloom in thought and action and in cultural 

construction that makes every life prolonged’.          

Financial aspects like income and expenditure, together with material prosperity, reflect the acquisitive 

status and capability of a person. Therefore, poverty and impoverishments are to be kept at bay by getting 

into productive and industrious activities. Sri Sri Thakur has hinted at some avenues for spending, when 

he says, ‘Your life is meaningful and you are well protected by spending your income in four parts: a) for 

Ista (Blissful Lord), b) for king (State), c) for surroundings and d) for father and family’.   

Sri Sri Thakur gave equal emphasis to material, professional, physical and spiritual aspects of life. First 

priority is to have a sound and enduring health. Body is to be treated like a temple where Sri Sri Thakur 

lives in. Professional position, acquisition and extended relationships are to be used for the service of Sri 

Sri Thakur. Sri Sri Thakur wanted his disciples to take up responsibility and discharge the jobs with beauty 

and success. Material prosperity is to be pursued for enhancement of capacity and efficiency in pursuit of 

expanded role.  

In Sri Sri Thakur’s scheme of things, a spiritual life is not to be equated with a situation of misery. Spiritual 

life is not synonymous with life of detachment, renunciation and isolation alone. Renunciation is to be 
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treated like filtered life, where one is free from negative emotions and bondage of all kinds. Miseries of 

all kinds are to be faced and overcome with the strength of personal capability and Sri Sri Thakur’s wealth 

of guidance. Attachment to anything as extension of love for Sri Sri Thakur makes relationships pure, 

purposeful and peaceful. Spirituality is strength for having a complete life in the material world. Prosperity 

and plenty begin with inner resolve to serve Sri Sri Thakur and proceed towards welfare of inner self and 

outer world.  

Sri Sri Thakur at one place observed, ‘Three streams make life complete. a) Be engrossed in the Lord’s 

interest; b) have resourceful intelligence; and c) heighten your activity with inquisitiveness’.                    

Fate and Destiny         

Life at times comes with strange developments which becomes unbearable and inexplicable for many 

people who encounter such crippling developments. Second, people get disproportionate kind of 

outcome, both positive and negative, of their efforts which again spring surprise. Third, unexpected and 

unnatural developments strike people, either individually or collectively. Generally all these are attributed 

to fate or destiny. 

We do not know what is there in the destiny. Also we do not know how to deal with unseen and unknown 

powers.  The forces which operate outside human control and particularly when these become unpleasant 

and unbearable, we attribute those to bad luck and ill-fate. We then seek special dispensation from divine 

forces to overcome these hardships. It is natural for us to see our limitations under such situations and 

submit to supernatural forces for aid and relief.  

Sri Sri Thakur has provided a logical and scientific version of the above issues. Second, he has provided 

some clues which work as antidote to the oppressive power of destiny. Third, Sri Sri Thakur’s ideology 

empowers a person with such inner strength, coupled with Sri Sri Thakur’s blessings, that one becomes 

capable to deal with the onslaught of fate with aplomb and fortitude.  

Sri Sri Thakur says that the accumulated outcome of past actions (of past lives) remains as baggage for 

this (future) life. However, those baggage can be countered and diluted by appropriate action in this life. 

The clue for such counter is provided by the Guru, Sri Sri Thakur.  

Sri Sri Thakur’s role in countering the ill fates is something hard to explain. At one level, the fate is 

countered by logical thinking and rational action, with his guidance. At another level, where human effort 

ends, divine influence works. Sri Sri Thakur knows what works, when, how and where. His personal 

guidance, intervention and manipulation is too powerful for any ill fate to withstand. So with Sri Sri 

Thakur’s guided action, ill fate can be countered, diluted, alleviated, emasculated, abated and can be 

converted from negative to positive.   

Sri Sri Thakur wants his disciples to work with such acumen and vigour, being equipped with his unerring 

aid and advice, that each person would be master of his destiny. Sri Sri Thakur always favoured the power 

of ‘free will’ as against passive reliance on ‘pre determination’.  

Sri Sri Thakur does not want anyone to believe that there is something called destiny and that is 

predetermined, preordained, indelible and unchangeable. He never allows credence to the so called 

adage which makes one to believe that what is bound to happen will happen, as it is encrypted on the 

forehead. Instead, Sri Sri Thakur says, within the freedom available to a person, one should have full play 
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of his own willpower and action. If one does that, then the zone of freedom gets extended by the support 

of the supreme father and fate can be amended with the force of willpower and action.  

Sri Sri Thakur says, fate is what is beyond your zone of view. Leave the fate to the will of supreme father. 

“To think all is determined is the outrage to terminate God the Infinite”, wonderful words of Sri Sri Thakur.  

Once, wife of Edmund Spencer insisted Sri Sri Thakur to examine her horoscope. Sri Sri Thakur said, lend 

me your hand (meaning, allow me to guide and move you) and I will alter your horoscope. It remains 

within the power of Sri Sri Thakur to alter any predetermination, the so called baggage of past life. It only 

is contingent upon our unshakable faith on him, followed by unflinching adherence to his principles.  

To succumb to the onslaught of accident may at times appear to be inevitable. Sri Sri Thakur observes, it 

is possible to avoid such accidental happenings, with the help of one’s foresight, premonition, alertness, 

and all these work with sensitivity and communication with Sri Sri Thakur. In such situations, there were 

incidents, where Sri Sri Thakur worked like angel. 

It is to be clearly understood that hardships, coming in numerous forms, remain part of life. These are to 

be faced, countered, overcome with the strength of strong willpower, in combination with love for Sri Sri 

Thakur. Sri Sri Thakur, in strange and inexplicable way, provides strength and support to overcome the 

hard and grey patches in life. Evils can be banished by the spirit of truth and Sri Sri Thakur stands for truth. 

Sri Sri Thakur is combative at his best when it comes to banishing evil. Where ever Sri Sri Thakur, the light 

prevails, evil, the darkness vanishes. 

Sri Sri Thakur says: ‘Surrender to thy Ideal, continue to move on; smashing and managing the sufferings 

that come forth as obstacle and be crowned with success’.   

Miracle             

We at times expect things to happen out of thin air. And typically these are big things, at times beyond 

our capacity to acquire and achieve.  

General experience feed the belief that there are some places, practices and people, where if supplicated 

in particular way, then the desired outcome comes to fruition. Buttressed by such hearsay, and many 

times out of desperation, people resort to means for quick fix solutions. God is attributed with all power. 

Hence, people expect that God can make impossible things to happen, if prayed for. And Godly person or 

specific deity is all the more believed to be capable to produce unexpected results, if the power is 

propitiated.          

Sri Sri Thakur says there is nothing like miracle as commonly understood and expected. Everything that 

happens is caused by some causal factor. If something appears to be miracle, then it is just that its cause 

is not known. “Miracle is the mirage of ignorance”, says Sri Sri Thakur. Therefore, Sri Sri Thakur wants his 

disciples to be aware about the cause and effect relationships of everything around so that they adopt 

the right means for the desired outcome. “Where action pursues desire, fulfilment appears immediately 

with a smile”, is the wish of Sri Sri Thakur.   

However Sri Sri Thakur lays emphasis on doing things in a manner that leads to extraordinary outcome. 

He believes both in ‘logic’ and ‘magic’. We must pursue higher goals and follow the appropriate path so 
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that results do happen, surpassing our expectation. Achieving something impossible is possible, with the 

help of Sri Sri Thakur’s blessings. What is humanly impossible, is divinely possible, as we know.  

Miraculous outcome therefore happens when human effort and Sri Sri Thakur’s desire work in tandem. 

We do not know how Sri Sri Thakur wields his stick. He has immense power, capacity and he wants us to 

conquer the unachievable. Sri Sri Thakur says, “Be thou sure; there is no miracle in the world. It is observed 

in materializing the commandments of Beloved the Great; with allegiance, adherence and active service, 

in an uphill interest of emotional outlook. Think, act and see with inter-related attachment of meaningful, 

compatible, co-relating concert of affinity; wisdom winks there; bloom of becoming glows there.”    

Incarnate (Avatar)  

It is generally understood that everything that is visible and manifest is expression of God. But when God 

incarnates in human form, he is living God. One can have live and real time contact with God through the 

God incarnate (avatar, and prophet). “He who imparts, manages and elongates existential becoming is 

normally an Avatar”, say Sri Sri Thakur. Sri Sri Thakur Anukul Chandra was the latest and the eighth human 

form of incarnate.   

As God in human form, Sri Sri Thakur provides an ideological framework and live example of that 

framework for mankind to adopt apt living. His ideological framework is a path, which if treaded on, then 

life’s urge for becoming gets materialized. His package of principles is universal, yet his guidance is 

personalized. He guides each person as per his or her individual distinctiveness. His guidance is unerring 

in the sense that his guidance never fails and it always comes with bliss. Sri Sri Thakur says, “Prophets are 

the materialized living embodiments of the way to heaven; hence man can seldom approach God but by 

them”.  Like the benevolent supremacy of God is undeniable, the overbearing grace of the incarnate is 

inescapable.   

Sri Sri Thakur as incarnate of the age, is also known as ‘Purushottam’, meaning fulfiller the best. As 

Purushottam, Sri Sri Thakur plays multiple roles, hard to appreciate by average person like us. In the 

following saying, Sri Sri Thakur, in a self-revealing way, has brought out the multi-faceted and multi-

functional role of Purushottam.    

‘Purushottam is the king and the subject; He is the thread of life and glory; He is Guru and Acharya inborn; 

He is ritwik and adhwarju; He is yaajak and priest; He is rich and poor in one; He beats in every heart yet 

He remains beyond; He is the alchemy of truth and evil.’ 

 

Part II: Micro Framework (Personal life Issues) 

 

Every person inherently possesses an urge that is akin to what is latent in a seed. Given certain conducive 

factors, a seed germinates and grows both upward and downward. Every person similarly is blessed with 

latent possibility to grow. Like seed needs sunrays, human being also needs some external source of 

energy. What is sun for plant kingdom is perhaps God for humankind. Sunray is naturally available, but its 

access and availability can be hindered and restricted. Similarly for humankind, God’s desire is available 
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in the form of law of nature, but everyone senses and avails God’s desire in varying ways. Understanding 

God’s desire and availing the energy that flows from him make difference in person’s life.  

Sri Sri Thakur – the Person 

Sri Sri Thakur, the person, plays the role of living Ideal. It is a bit hard to explain that Sri Sri Thakur is the 

embodiment of the ideology that he espouses. He is the Ideal, such that, if he is followed in true sense, 

then no ideology need to be learnt as theory through cognitive senses. Following the steps laid down by 

Sri Sri Thakur takes a follower to such level of transformation and fulfilment that nothing more has to be 

learnt as lesson and teaching. Sri Sri Thakur is living image of devotion, knowledge, purity, divinity and 

what not. Therefore, it is not always necessary to figure out from the body of principles what is required 

to be done? What is right? What needs to be done at different times? The answer is available in what he 

says. Actually, his voice is the principle. His living is the example. His words make scriptures. His directions 

are signage of time. His movements indicate the direction to be followed.  

The devotees, who were associated with Sri Sri Thakur, experienced this very easily. The early life 

followers of Sri Sri Thakur (when Sri Sri Thakur was young) viewed the ideology and the charm, the grace 

and the glow, face to face. They acquired the virtues, the merit, and the wealth just by following him and 

his direction. As if they were showered by a spring of ideology, just being by the side. It was as natural as 

blossom getting coloured with the sun rising.    

Principles are abstracts. These can be meaningful and can be imbibed only when these are seen in a person 

who has perfected the principles. It is like learning things from a teacher, even when the lessons are 

written in the book. 

Principles at times can get distorted, if not measured on the scale of the life and sayings of the Ideal. In 

that sense, principles must run in sync with the Ideal and ideal never would deviate from the principle.  

If ideology is a concept, Sri Sri Thakur is its living form. If ideology is light and colour, then Sri Sri Thakur is 

the Sun. if ideology is knowledge, then Sri Sri Thakur is the learned person. If ideology is grace, then Sri Sri 

Thakur is the most gracious.  

Daily Practice of Principles  

The operative part of Sri Sri Thakur’s ideology has a core package, which is to be practiced daily by each 

initiated devotee of Sri Sri Thakur. These daily practices consist of some psycho-spiritual process which 

shape up a person from within. These practices work like natural medicine or like catalyst in the life’s 

chemistry of transformation. Adherence to those practices silently and almost unknowingly makes a 

person refined and sensitive to life’s requirement. Values, ethical and moral, get built into the person’s 

system automatically. Daily and uninterrupted practice of the principles enhances capability of person by 

exploring his or her hidden potentials. The prescribed principles are powerful tools that at times work like 

armor in the battlefield of life.  

Every disciple of Sri Sri Thakur is bound by oath to follow the principles, in thought, words and conducts. 

The principles are supposed to regulate thought and conducts of the disciple, in body, mind and soul. The 

principles have some core elements (divine) which are substantive in their application and some flexible 

elements (discrete), which are adjustable with respect to time, place and circumstances. From the 
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application point of view, it is possible for any follower to customize (personalize) the principles, while 

adhering to its spirit.  

Significant to mention here that adhering to the tenets of the ideology is a necessary condition for anyone 

to be entitled to the merit of being a disciple of Sri Sri Thakur. One has little option to be whimsical as far 

as the observance of the principles is concerned. One can afford to be indifferent to the principles in 

practice only at the cost of being forfeited of the benefits of the ideology.  

The seriousness of Sri Sri Thakur’s principles to be performed in practice makes Sri Sri Thakur an 

uncommon Guru. He never cares for the number (of followers) from the point of view of crowd gathering 

and popularity rating. He wants each disciple to benefit, by putting principles to practice. That makes it 

(the act of following) hard, as it involves reforms in habits and instincts. The hard facets of psychological 

make-up of a person, the part of iceberg that remains submerged, get hit and call for adjustment. Any 

change is hard and change of habits and inclinations of a person, self-imposed or by ideological 

prescription, is harder. The alchemy of observance of Sri Sri Thakur’s principles daily makes it possible for 

the hard parts of psychology to mould.  

Ideal Centric Life 

Having an Ideal centric life is core of Sri Sri Thakur’s ideology. By Ideal, Sri Sri Thakur means a person who 

is ideal in all respects for all people. Ideal is the person who demonstrates the ideology, in his persona, 

through his action and by leading the mankind. He is the Guru, the living Supreme Father on the earth. He 

cannot be someone other than the incarnate, the avatar. “He is the Master, the Fulfiller of the people, 

Lord of love”, in Sri Sri Thakur’s words. Having adherence, allegiance and active service (3 a’s) for the Ideal 

is called an Ideal centric life. Ideal centric life is a life of dedication, devotion and determination (3 d’s). 

One has to do one’s work, professional, social and any other life-nourishing work, making use of the 3 d’s. 

In Sri Sri Thakur’s words, “Untottering ardour for the Love-Lord and energetic urge to serve Him, observing 

His commandments only, with happy performance to maintain oneself with every readiness to fulfil His 

intention make one balanced with every graduated growth to keep up a balanced, conscientious 

considerate go of life with due adjustment and discerning aptness of pros and cons in a factual infiltration; 

this boon of bloomy benevolent bliss and active affinity to the central point create a serene personality; 

Providence smiles there with a radiating breeze.”   

Like the planets move on their orbit centering on the sun, the life of a person exists and continues to move 

on, based on a pull which remains outside his own self. A person’s life gets shaped and formed based on 

who or what is there at the center. Sri Sri Thakur wants us to put the Supreme Beloved at that place and 

tells us to make him the pivot of life.  

In Sri Sri Thakur’s words, ‘Observe the solar system, the offshoot of sun. The move of the ethereal bodies 

are regulated by the love pull of the sun. The way a person is devoted to the Lord, with mind, conscience 

and complexes in tune and be basked in pursuit of purity, he remains on track, and his heart aligned with 

the sun.’  

If we do not place an Ideal at the center, there will be something else at that place, knowingly or 

unknowingly, which would then drive us in the manner it likes. Invariably, it is any of the various kinds of 

complexes, which are found to be there. Dealing with this is a complicated psychological process, which 

is not always perceptible to us.  
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Theoretically, we can have any one as ideal whom we love and whom we are prepared to surrender at. 

The fact is that as we follow the ideal, the attributes of the ideal, including the strength and limitation of 

the ideal, also would have influence on us. It is not very difficult to appreciate that higher is the goal, 

better would be the progress. Similarly, higher is the ideal, better would be our go. On the strength of that 

premise, it is to be said that our ideal should be the best, the highest, the most evolved person, the best 

guide and hence the God incarnate himself. We need to have an ideal like Lord Rama was for Hanuman, 

Lord Krishna for Arjuna, Sri Ramakrishna for Swami Vivekananda; all these are live examples.  

Now let us pass through an interesting dilemma. Either you are ideal centric or you are complex oriented. 

Complexes are psychological anchors that instinctively keep you obsessed with passions. Complexes can 

give you temporary shelter and lead, but can jeopardize your long-term interest. Ideal gives you balanced 

long-term growth oriented tenor of life. Indulgence in complexes beyond a point can be detrimental; but 

the same is not the case when you are tagged on to the Ideal, the Guru.   

Sri Sri Thakur provides a very simple solution to the mystery surrounding complexes. He says complexes 

like: (i) lust (kama), (ii) anger (krodha), (iii) greed (lobha), (iv) delusion (moha), (v) pride (mada), (vi) 

jealousy (matsarya) are components of the natural tendency of human being. These have been part of 

human psychology and physiology; hence these are not to be shunned of; nothing very much to be 

worried about at their manifestation in our behaviour. In fact, these are useful tools provided by nature 

and each one of these emotions and feelings has got useful function to do. Only thing is that those need 

to be handled appropriately. The best way to handle those is to keep oneself under the influence of the 

Ideal. Complexes are very dreadful to the Ideal, as Ideal has got complete mastery on those. As long as a 

person is in touch with the Ideal, all those complexes would play only their assigned role. The moment, a 

person gets outside the area of influence of the Ideal, those complexes will assume various devilish role 

and start acting on the head of the person. Once they rise up to the head, the person on his own cannot 

get rid of it. Again he needs the influence of the Ideal to come out of the clutch of complexes. That is why 

Sri Sri Thakur advises his disciples to remain always within the focal area of the Ideal’s light, so that the 

shadow of complexes will automatically shy away. Like we cannot fight with darkness without the help of 

light, similarly we cannot get rid of complexes without the help of the Ideal.        

Once man is away from the clutches of complexes, then he is in fact master of his own self. In that state, 

man can explore all the potential lying dormant in him. He can concentrate; he can regulate himself and 

can do whatever he wants to do. Then he can drive and play with emotions. His emotional intelligence 

then comes to play the right cord. Sri Sri Thakur says, ‘to the extent and as much one shows proficiency 

in fulfilling the dictates of the Lord, that much his complexes get meaningfully adjusted.’  

Sri Sri Thakur is of the view that whatever occupation you are in, may be business or service (job), if you 

sacrifice your Lord, culture and dignity of your clan, then you are on a declining move, having possessed 

by complexes. ‘If one protects Lord’s interest, one’s own interest (gain) never ends up futile’, observes Sri 

Sri Thakur.  

Love for Sri Sri Thakur  

Ideal is worshipped and ideology is cultivated by following the principles of yajan, yaajan and istabhrity. 

Love and devotion are two essential ingredients of a progressive live. Sri Sri Thakur says, continuity of 

adherence to the principles of the Lord is devotion. Love is one notch ahead of devotion.    
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Love for Sri Sri Thakur brings adjustment in thought and action. Love for Sri Sri Thakur induces such 

activities which would please Sri Sri Thakur and those are naturally blissful activities. Those activities help 

a person to overcome the limitations of one’s capacity and expand the reach of achievements. ‘Extreme 

the attachment, tremendous the move’, says Sri Sri Thakur.    

Once we know Sri Sri Thakur and cultivate our inclination for the superior ideal, then love for Sri Sri Thakur 

becomes a sort of natural phenomenon. Sri Sri Thakur loves each person very intimately and superbly. Sri 

Sri Thakur emits love in anything and everything he does. Therefore, love for Sri Sri Thakur comes as 

natural as the tendency of a river to court the sea.  

To a question as to ‘how do I love you’, Sri Sri Thakur observed, ‘your love for me will teach you how to 

love me’. The love also comes as outcome of practice of the principles (yajan, yaajan and istabhrity) that 

Sri Sri Thakur has provided. Sri Sri Thakur says, “Adherence with active service for the Lord induces love; 

love of labour creates lore, lore unfurls skill, skill induces construction and construction constitutes 

stability with its flow of becoming”.  

Love for Sri Sri Thakur, for a progressive, expansive and hassle free life, is a necessity. However, the basis 

and the level of need for love may vary from person to person. For some, the need may be for existence, 

for others, the need may be for aesthetics, for still others it may be for self-actualization. Whoever wants 

to outgrow one’s comfort zone, there is a need for support and there is a need for a pull, which become 

the raison d’etre for love for Sri Sri Thakur. Many of us, who have gone through lot of hardship and 

struggle, have experienced that love for Sri Sri Thakur works like a shelter in the storm. We have 

experienced that love for Sri Sri Thakur has taken us a few steps ahead on the path of love for self, love 

for work, love for others etc. Love for Sri Sri Thakur leads to many acquisitions, like knowledge, 

concentration and self-restraint wherever required.  

Love for Sri Sri Thakur and its consequential adjustment in thought and action leads to sublimation of 

complexes. Complexes are common tendencies and obsessions which are supposed to serve life’s positive 

purposes. But if these complexes get unadjusted and reign supreme over our conscience and 

purposefulness, then power of judgment gets shrouded. Sri Sri Thakur comes from above the zone of 

complexes. Only way to sublimate our complexes is to accord precedence to love for Sri Sri Thakur. Sri Sri 

Thakur has provided operative tools for balancing the power of complexes. 

The more we are attached to Sri Sri Thakur, higher is the chance that we get what all he wants to give us. 

It is in our hand as to how much attached we feel for him and how much we translate his advises into 

practice and accordingly we get ourselves rewarded.  

Attachment with Ideal is not merely emotional issue, though Sri Sri Thakur at one place says that 

attachment has to be sentimental and fanatic. Attachment has to be inquisitive, active and volitional. 

Attachment is always followed by service and sacrifice. When a person actively fulfils the wishes of Sri Sri 

Thakur, he is sure to outgrow his own former self and possibilities for him would be immense. Sri Sri 

Thakur wants us to grow and be evolved into very superior variety of human being. 

Let us make a realistic appraisal of ourselves and admit that we do not have that kind of attachment as of 

now. Therefore Sri Sri Thakur has provided ways and means to acquire that feeling of attachment. He has 

prescribed such ideological rites and formulae (like yajan, yaajan and istabhrity) that the attachment will 

grow and culminate in a higher state of devotion and faith.            
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Sri Sri Thakur says, ‘the aim of human life is to attain Godliness and Godliness is that character which has 

a natural and perennial urge to nurture and fulfil.’ Sri Sri Thakur has further put it in simple words by 

saying, ‘the aim of life is to exist and to grow’. Someone asked, ‘do we need a guide for that or it can be 

done all by oneself?’ Sri Sri Thakur said, ‘there is one significant work, which we cannot do alone. That 

work is to make everything meaningful and adjusted. We need a demonstrator, who has acquired mastery 

on that, by virtue of practical experience.’     

Love and allegiance for Sri Sri Thakur work like centripetal force which makes a person concentric. Love 

for Sri Sri Thakur makes one active. “Love imparts will, will imparts activity, that makes environment 

enchanted”, says Sri Sri Thakur. Sri Sri Thakur further says, “When love condenses, energy expands”. That 

is how a devotee can accomplish wonderful feats.  

Sri Sri Thakur remains a pivot that keeps life stable, composed and consolidated. At one place Sri Sri Thakur 

observes, ‘Once your heart is with the Lord, you are competent to the core and brilliant to the brim’. He 

further says, “The propitious prop and pull of your existential go is your beloved the Lord. Adjust yourself 

in and out in accordance with Him. Be pious and blessed, enjoy your growth and that of others too.”  

Sri Sri Thakur identifies four factors which help create sound personality. These are: a) continuity (in 

devotion), b) affiliation (to the Ideal), c) urge to act, and d) labour for love.   

Surrender to thy Ideal  

“Surrender to thy Ideal”, says Sri Sri Thakur. It is his expectation from his disciples. Give yourself away at 

his feet. Give away the rein in his hand. Give him a place in your mind and heart. He is the Master, submit 

yourself to his dictates. Mould yourself in his cast. Follow Him in body, mind and soul.  

With all these commanding overtures, Sri Sri Thakur expects us not to be weak; not to be imbecile, not to 

be indulgent on fate, not to accept anything blindly, not to bring prejudice in faith. 

With Sri Sri Thakur not being available in physical form, surrender is no more a physical act; though it has 

physical symptoms. Surrender therefore has to come at feeling level, at belief level and at action level. A 

life surrendered is said to be different from life otherwise.  

Surrender for Sri Sri Thakur means active acceptance. Today, in the absence of Sri Sri Thakur’s physical 

presence, it would mean actively following his ideology, with belief that he is alive in unseen form. His 

presence is to be felt in absentia. He is omnipresent and omniscient; his divine persona is eternal. After 

his demise, he is survived by his image and ideology, which are carriers of his immortality. To surrender 

oneself before Sri Sri Thakur is to totally accept the supremacy of his image and ideology and allow these 

to prevail in every space of one’s life and activities.  

‘Surrender begins with unrepelling attitude and adherence on Sri Sri Thakur. From there follows urge, 

which expresses itself in energy; Energy gets materialized in activity. The velocity of urge and energy 

determines the motion and output of work’, says Sri Sri Thakur.  

‘Without taking pride in your Lord, how can you glorify yourself? A meaningful and positive pride in Lord 

do open up your horizon’, says Sri Sri Thakur.  
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Sri Sri Thakur has given formulae for life of alertness. He says, ‘Personality is alert when Lord resides there 

in; mind is alert by chanting mantra; diksha is alert with offering of istabhrity and prosperity is alert with 

rendering service’. 

Social Relations 

Social life of a person can be said to have a few anchors, which Sri Sri Thakur has identified as follow: 

 With un-repelling adherence and allegiance to the love-Lord, be inundated with your urge for 

accomplishment. 

 Remain active and alert. Every act of yours ought to be so apt and skillful that it adds to your 

experience and knowledge. 

 Observe the rules of health and hygiene in every detail. Remember, those conducts are good, 

which uphold and nurture existence. Regulate and control yourself such that your health is sound, 

wholesome and supportive to growth. 

 Conduct marriages between complementary groom and bride from compatible families. See that 

the marriages are successful through blissful conducts and controls. Observe the socio-cultural 

conventions and rites with utmost purity and devotion, by making them existentially propitious. 

Sri Sri Thakur has spelt out the following steps that would maintain progressive go of life for a person in 

society.    

 Never swerve from adherence and allegiance for the supreme beloved. 

 Never divert your mind from successful accomplishment of your task. Strive for the purpose that 

is good and desirable, with an attitude of love for labor. 

 Regulate your drives (play of emotions and passions) meaningfully with the rein of your 

conscience. 

 Know the cause and effect relationships by minute observation and inductive reasoning and apply 

them in your daily life meticulously, towards successful conducts.  

 It is imperative to have hearty and pleasant behavior with surrounding people and near ones, 

such that you can derive their compassion for you. 

 If your desired outcome is felt not to crown you, do not get disheartened. Try to discover its 

reason and eliminate the obstacles. In this process, you will have satisfaction, provided your 

efforts are sincere and you have no temptation to gain something without putting in effort for 

that.  

 Whatever wherewithal is needed for your work and whatever supports your work, like seed-

capital, never allow those to diminish; rather go on adding to those, day by day.  

 Never flaunt your greatness. Let people around you are glorified by your achievement. Let them 

feel proud of the success in you and you do enjoy that. 

 Tread the path of rigorous accomplishment with such appropriate habits and behavior, which 

makes man shining and satisfied. 

 Be always judicious in your spending, the basic resources of your activity must go on multiplying. 

Never deplete those for any purpose, not even for your own or family’s sake. If you run into deficit 

for the maintenance of yourself and your family, instead of resorting to debt, explore some other 

honest and decent means of earning. 
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 Never excuse yourself for not cultivating these principles, unless any of those impedes your 

healthy living or there is any emergency. You will see for yourself that heavenly progress will make 

you smile, bring joy for you along with your surroundings. 

 Achieve the Ideal, in all respects, without least flaw. Example, which easily gets infused and 

induces others, is the best precept. 

Following observations present Sri Sri Thakur’s views on how to maintain social relationships: 

 Do thou love people; love everyone, but keep thyself a little off.  

 Hold those in love and devotion, with politeness, who are superior to you either by position or by 

class. So that you maintain their goodwill for you and they rescue you from unforeseen difficult 

situations. Their love will add to your strength. You will have less chance to be caught in the net 

of mishaps and lot of misgivings will be avoided.  

 Having deeply matured in learning and spiritual practices, in combination with devotion and 

knowledge, bring out huge love feelings in heart and spread hearty behavior around.  

 If someone has rendered some good service to you, speak about that loudly. You also carry out 

his welfare through your activities.  

 Never get into something that may trigger enmity. Keep yourself in state of such preemptive 

defense such that no one can overpower you.  

 One has to overcome one’s pitfalls and acquire virtues. Virtuous behavior helps to win people’s 

heart. 

 Pleasant talk and behavior, rounded and committed logic and knowledge, affable and sweet 

feelings and dealings are the gifts of beauty.         

Codes of Conduct  

At different points in time, Sri Sri Thakur has identified and codified some points which are worth following 

as packaged operating rules at behavioural level. Some such codes are presented below: 

Three point code of conduct 

1. Do love your Lord, and prepare yourself to fulfil His wishes. 

2. Make all that you have fulfil His wishes. 

3. Be not indisposed due to obstacles or blows, i.e., allow not your ego to be hampered or hit by 

them.  

Four point code of morals  

1. Keep yourself ever concentric and alert, be actively wise to adjust yourself psycho-physically with 

proper nourishment both in and out, with care for the interest of your Love-Lord in your every 

active life-affairs, then along with this adjust your environmental affairs and business with others.  

2. Be alert in the interest of your Love-Centre through which your love should positively grow with 

gaining steps, and behave every time with every cordial voice and courteous behavior even while 

chiding as to keep pleasing where it is necessary. 

3. Never give any positive word to anyone about anything which is not in your ownership and in your 

positive custody, because you may fail to supply that. 

4. Beware, be not the cause of undue suffering to anyone in anyway. 
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Keep yourself fortified in these four morals with thirsty eagerness and devote spirit to your Love in your 

active life and have bliss.    

Five point mandates 

1. Be a miser to maintain the interest of your beloved unswervingly, breaking all obstacles in every 

way and in every affair, without creating any difference amongst the prophets; be generous 

towards them that make you profit and grow. 

2. Forsake not anyone out of hate but be detached from that which is hateful and make others so 

too, in an untussling way.  

3. Help one in adversity according to your might, being unexpectant from others as far as possible, 

with active self-earned offerings. 

4. Neither ignore nor demand any offer of affection, nor be a burden on others. 

5. With unswerving attachment to thy Ideal move on with regard-rousing service to each and all 

whoever he be, in all aspects; practicing Tapas and good habits in every move, not ignoring time-

factor for the fulfilment of Dharma.    

 Seven points code of conduct 

1. Do not be married within your prohibited clanship. 

2. Never dream of divorce, be a compatible happy couple. 

3. Be a vegetarian, which is compatible with your system, and makes your life energetic. 

4. Do not take flesh or fish to make your psycho-physical system wild. 

5. Be not selfish or jealous, thus creating difference in intelligence, mind and psycho-physical system 

as a whole with inimical upset.  

6. Be peaceful to everyone, with your service, speech and every loving attitude. 

7. Do educate thyself, being a sincere, serviceable companion of your Master-Love with every 

imbibing earnestness; and discern everything with every compatible meaningful adjustment of 

your intelligence and pile it up meaningfully with rational interlinking; be a man of balanced 

temperament.  

             

Conclusion 

The objective of Sri Sri Thakur’s ideology is to put us on stream of thought and action where we get 

evolved, refined and transformed, taking us away from the worldly bondage and sufferings like disease, 

destruction and mishaps. The promise is based on faith, devotion, action and perseverance. The process 

is intelligent pursuit and clear vision. The role of each person is drawn from fusion between self and 

society, under the benign sovereignty of the Lord. Elevation, transformation and transmutation are the 

landmarks in the journey towards the Lord’s pleasure.  

Knowing Sri Sri Thakur and following his ideology is a conscious behavioral activity whose ramification 

goes deep into a person’s life. Sri Sri Thakur made universal appeal for life and growth, for peace and 

prosperity and for evolution and transformation. His appeal cuts across geographical boundaries, religious 

groups, caste, gender and age. His appeal had the force of science and that of spirituality as well. His 

appeal was a war cry against sorrows, sufferings and shortcomings.  
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As incarnate of the age, his appeal transcends the limit of time and space. The current and future 

generation must get to know, feel and take a bow before him. His ideology and image are time tested, 

futuristic and eternal. Therefore his physical absence in no way casts a diminishing spell with regard to his 

relevance and prevalence.     

Life is an exploration for each one of us. Sri Sri Thakur is the Guide. More we explore, so much we gain. 

This article is an invitation to each aspiring person, living on this earth today and those who will come to 

live in future. As we live and explore life, so much we will know of Sri Sri Thakur. Similarly, as much we will 

know about Sri Sri Thakur, life will be that much easy, pleasant and enjoyable. Sri Sri Thakur is bliss 

embodied and each one of us is offshoot of the bliss. There is underlying and inherent affinity between us 

and Sri Sri Thakur. Let us explore, strengthen ourselves and rejoice in bliss.  

***** 

  
   


